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Experiments on the three- and four-meson annihilations of polarized antiprotons in hydrogen 
are proposed for the purpose of determining the values of the spatial and charge parities of 
the proton-antiproton system. 

l. A paper by Okonov and the writer [1J has stated 
the problem of checking whether the spatial and 
charge parities of the system pp are just what they 
should be for a Dirac particle and antiparticle. Ex
periments on the two-meson annihilation p + p - 1r 

+ 1r were proposed for this purpose. It is now es
tablished that the weight of this channel is very 
small [2J (evidently there is one two-meson anni
hilation for each 400 pp annihilations*). 

In the present paper we show how one canes
tablish the spatial and charge parity types of the 
pp system from experiments on the three- and 
four-meson annihilation channels, by using polar
ized antiprotons. [2J In this connection we also 
discuss a (non-Dirac) choice of the parities 
which absolutely forbids the two-meson annihila
tions. This is done because the existence of such 
annihilations cannot as yet be regarded as firmly 
established, because of experimental difficulties: 
it is necessary to exclude cases of annihilation 
p + p - 1r+ + 1r- plus 1r0 or a low-energy y-ray 
quantum (such annihilations are not forbidden by 
this choice of parities ) . On the other hand, the 
absence of two-meson annihilations would not be 
conclusive evidence in favor of this choice of the 
parities (since other explanations are possible). 

The proposed experiments also allow a check 
of a hypothesis of Okonov, rsJ which explains the 
suppression of the two-meson channel by assum
ing that pp annihilation in the singlet state pre
dominates. 

*This fact is not in contradiction with the simplest statis
tical theories of multiple p:roduction, which give the correct 
mean multiplicity on condition that the interaction volume is 
taken to be ten Fermi volumes,i.e., about 10 · (4rr/3)(h/m17c)3• 3 ' 4 

Obviously the agreement is worse with statistical theories that 
take the interaction volume to be (4rr/3)(h/m17c)3• By including 
the rrrr interaction and other considerations, these theories 
give the correct mean multiplicity, but one gets a two-meson 
channel of the order of several percent (cf., e. g:5). 

2. As in rn, the various choices for the parities 
of the system pp are denoted by symbols { 7rpp• cpp}, 
where 1fpp is the product of the intrinsic parities 
of p and p and Cpp is the factor + 1 or - 1 in the 
expression ± 1 ( -1 )Z+s for the charge parity of 
the system pp. 

In the Appendix it is shown that for the choice 
{ -1, -1} (which forbids two-meson annihilation) 
the angular distribution a (8, <(J, 8') of the reaction 
p + p - 1r+ + 1r- + 1r0 must go to zero at the points 
8 = 8' = 90°, <P = 0 or 1800, whereas with the other 
choices a ( 90°, 0°, 90°) does not have to equal zero. 
8' is the angle between the direction Pa of the in
cident beam and the total momentum p' of the 1r+ 

and 1r- mesons (in the c.m.s. of the reaction); 8 
is the angle between p' and the momentum p of 
the 1r+ meson, referred to a Lorentz frame in 
which the total momentum of 1r+ and 7r- is zero; 
<P is the angle between the vectors Pa x p' and 
p' x p. By a (8, <(J, 8') we mean the angular dis
tribution integrated over the azimuthal angle of 
the vector p' (for this it makes no difference 
whether or not the p or the p is polarized ) . 

If a(90°, 0°, 90°) = 0, the integral of a(8, <(J, 

8' ) over a neighborhood of the point ( 90°, oo, 90°) 
cannot exceed a certain fraction of the total cross 
section a of the three-meson channel. 

It can be shown that in this version of the theory 
the angular distribution a ( 8 _, <P _ ; 8 +, <P +; 8' ) of 
the reaction p + p - 1r- + 1r- + 1r+ + 1r+ (integrated 
over <P') must be zero for <P _, <P + equal to 0 or 
180° and 8_ = 8+. Since this is true for arbitrary 
angles 8' and 8 _ ( = 8 + ) , the integral 

" " 
~ d cos {)-' ~ d cos {t- ~ a ({)-_, a; {t _, ~; W) (1) 
0 '! ,[3--::::Q,Tt 

must also be zero. The definitions of the angles 
are as follows: 8' and <P' are the spherical angles 
of the sum p' of the momenta of the two 1r- mesons 
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(in the c .m. s. of the reaction ) relative to the set 
of axes ZaYaXa (the za axis is parallel to the in
cident beam, and the Ya axis is, for example, along 
the polarization vector of p ) ; J. _ and cp _ are the 
spherical angles of the momentum p_ of one of 
the rr- mesons (in a Lorentz frame in which the 
total momentum of the two rr- mesons is zero) 
relative to axes z'y'x' (the z' axis is parallel to 
p' and the y' axis is parallel to Za x p' ) ; J. + and 
cp + are measured in this same set of axes. The 
expression for p_ in terms of the momenta Pi' 
and P2 of the two rr- mesons, measured in the 
c.m.s. of the reaction, is given in Eq. (A.2) of the 
Appendix. 

3. We note that a study of the angular distribu
tion of the annihilation 1r mesons makes possible 
a check as to whether the spatial, charge, and 
combined parities are conserved in the annihila
tion process. Namely, from invariance under 
spatial inversion I and the existence of definite 
parities of p, p, and the 1r mesons it follows that 
u (J., cp, J.') = u (J., -cp, J.') for three-meson anni
hilation and 

(J (1}_, <IJ~; 1}+' <p+; 1}') = (J (1}_, - <p_; 1}+' - <p+; 1}') (2) 

for four-meson annihilation (cf. [7J). From invari
ance under the charge conjugation C it follows that 

a (1}, <p,W) = cr (n -1}, <p, n -W), 
cr (1}_, cp_: 1}+' <p+; W) = cr (1}+' - <p+; 1}_, - <p_; W). (3) 

Finally, from invariance under IC it follows that 

rr (1}, <p,-fr') = cr (n -1t, -<p, n -W), 
a (1}_, <p_; 1}+' <p+; W) = cr (1}+' <p+; 'it_, <p_; W). (4) 

The angular distributions have these properties for 
any choice of the parities. 

4. The availability of polarized antiprotons[ZJ 
allows us to propose the following simple experi
ment for the determination of the spatial parity of 
pp. One needs to compare the signs of the quanti
ties .6.1 and .6.2 (see Appendix), which are defined 
for the reaction p + p - rr+ + 1r- + rr0 in the follow
ing way: 

·~ ~ n~ 

i1t = ~ d cos 1}' ~ d cos 1} [ ~ d<p' H ('it, 1}', <p') 
0 0 -n/2 

3n:;2 

- ~ d<p'H ('it, W, <p')], 
n/2 

-:-:: ;t n/2 

i12 = ~ d cos 1}' ~ d cos 1} [ ~ d<p' H (1},1}', <p') 
Tt/2 0 -rt/2 

3Tt/2 

- ~ dcp' H ('it, W, cp')]. (5) 
r./2 

Here H(J., J.', cp') = F(J., 0°, J.', cp') + F(J., 180°, 
J.', cp' ), where F (J., cp, J.', cp') is the angular dis
tribution of the reaction in the case of polarized p 
(or p). Thus one must select cases in which p 
lies in the plane formed by the vectors Pa and p' 
(i.e., cp = 0 or 180° ), divide them into four classes, 
and compare the signs of the right-left asymmetry 
for backward emergence (in the c.m.s.) of the rr0 

mesons ( .6.1 ) and for forward emergence ( .6.2 ). 

The amount of allowable spread of the angles cp 
around oo and 180° depends on the absolute values 
of .6.1 and .6.2 and on the energy of the p. It can 
be seen from Table I that the relative sign of .6.1 

and .6.2 determines the choice of the spatial parity. 
In the case of four-meson annihilation every

thing that has been stated holds for quantities .6.1 

and .6.2 defined in the following way: 
r. .&_ r.: n/2 3nl2 

~1 =~ dcos1t_~ dcos{}+~dcosW [ \ d<p'H- ~ dcp'HJ, 
0 0 0 -n 12 n/2 

;: rt n n'2 3;:/2 

~2 =~dcos-fr_\ dcos{}+~dcosW [ ~ d<p'H- \ d<p'Hl. 
0 &_ 0 -n/2 o/2 

(6) 
Here H means the sum ~ F(J._, a;J.+>{3;J.',cp') 

a,f3=0,1r 

[ cf. Eq. (1)] ; it is understood that p (or p) is 
polarized. 

We note that the observation of reliable cases 
of two-meson annihilation, together with equality 
of the signs of .6.1 and .6.2, would mean that the 
parities are those given by the Dirac theory. 

Table I 

Parity ·type 

{-1' +11 
Dirac type 

{-1, -1} 
{+1, +1J 

{-;-1, -1} 

Relative sign of 
~1 and!'., 

+ 
+ 

(R+ L)- (F+ B) 

Vanishes at 
points 

{} = {}' ,= DOO, 
tp=O\ 180' 

I(&,&') 
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5. More difficult experiments-with both the 
antiprotons and the target protons polarized-would 
make it possible to establish the choice of the 
charge parity. One can see whether the quantity 

n/4 

(R -:- L)- (F +B)= ~ drp'G 
-Jt'4 

-~;-.;/..}. 3TI/4 --:t/4 

+ } dq;'G- ~ drp'G- ~ drp'G, (7) 
3;-r/4 ;:: /4 -3-:t/4 

(see Table I) is zero at the points J. = J.' = 90°, 
cp = 0 or 180°; here G(J., cp, J.', cp') is the angular 
distribution of p + p - 1r+ + 1r- + 1r0 in the case 
of antiprotons and protons polarized in the same 
direction perpendicular to the beam. 

A distinguishing feature of the choice Cpp = - 1 
is the vanishing at the point J. = J.' = 90° of the 
quantity 

2;-;: 2n 

I (it, tr') = ~ d<p [~ d<p'G (tr, <p, tr', <p') 
0 

zn 
- ~ d<p' F (tr, <p, tr', <p') J (8) 

(see Table I). Instead of F one can use the angular 
distribution from unpolarized p and p. 

6. For the Dirac choice of the parities it fol
lows from the selection rules for the spatial and 
charge parities that two-meson annihilation can 
occur only through the triplet states of the system 
pp (cf. e.g., Table I in reference 1). Okonov[SJ 
has suggested explaining the suppression of two
meson annihilation by the hypothesis that pp an
nihilation is possible only in the singlet state of 
this system. Then the angular distribution of the 
annihilation 1r mesons must not depend on the azi
muth cp', even if the antiprotons are polarized. In 
particular, we must have D.1 = D.2 = 0 and I ( J., J.' ) 
= 0. On this hypothesis there cannot be any de
pendence of the angular distribution of the annihi
lation products on the polarization of p or p. 

In conclusion I express my gratitude to Profes
sor M. A. Markov, V. I. Ogievetskii, and E. 0. 
Okonov for discussions. 

APPENDIX 

THREE-MESON ANNIHILATION 

1. For the reaction p + p - 1r+ + 1r- + 1r0 the 
selection rules for the spatial and charge parities 
are 
-:rtpp(-1)1"-;1\i' = + 1, c- (- 1)1a+sf-l = -+ 1, 

r'P 

(A.1) 

la is the orbital: angular momentum of the system 
pp, l is the orbital angular momentum of 1r+1r-, l' 
is the orbital angular momentum of the system 
(1r+1r-)- (1r0 ), and s is the total spin of pp. From 
Eq. (A.1) we do not get any simple results (such as 
that annihilation from the s state is forbidden) of 
the sort we had in the case of two-meson annihila
tion, where such results make it possible to dis
tinguish the partty types { 1l"pp• Cpp} in terms of 
the energy dependence of the cross section. A de
termination of tl).e parity type in general requires 
experiments with polarized p and p. 

2. Let us get from Eq. (A.1) the resulting rela
tions between the amplitudes (PP' I R I Pamamb) 
for transition from the initial state characterized 
by the presence of p and p with the relative mo
mentum Pa and spin projections rna and mb on 
the direction of Pa to a final state with three 1r 

mesons in a state described by the momenta p 
and p'. p is thei momentum of the 1r+ in a Lorentz 
frame in which the total momentum of 1r+ and 'If

is zero (the momentum of the 1r- in this system 
is -p). In the c.m.s. of the reaction this total 
momentum is p'. [7,SJ If p 1, p 2, and p 3 denote the 
momenta of 1r+, 1r-, and 1r0 in the c.m.s. of the 
reaction, then 

) _ Vrf;- ~J- , 
Xu 

(A.2) 

where ( cf. [TJ) 

£12 ~ VPi~X'l-i VP~--tx2 , X12 = VEi2 -(Pt-,-PJ2 

( K is the mass of the 1r± meson, and the speed of 
light has been set equal to unity). 

The following' expression has been obtained in 
[1] 

(pp' I R i Pamamb)=c Rma,mb (1'}, <p, tr', rp') 

= '-l (4n)-'/, (21 + 1) V2t--=t=TD 1 (- :rt, -It, :rt - <p) .L.J o, m 
l,s,m 

>; D'{,,ma +v(- :rt, tr', Jt-<p') (lm i R1 I mamb), (A.3) 

l 'R 1 ' "' ( 21 ,+ 1 C1 m (ll''RJ' l ( m '· l mamv) = LJ 1- :!.J + 1 ltnl'o I : s a) 
l',la.s • 

(A.4) 

J.' and cp' are the spherical angles of p' relative 
to axes with the za axis parallel to Pa; J. and cp 
are the spherical angles of p relative to axes 
z'y'x' (the z' a:1ds is parallel to p', and the y' 
axis is parallel to [Pax p'] ). Furthermore, 

Dl ( ;r., e ;r., ) = e-im<I>20JoZ (cos e) e-in<l>t m,n '±'2• • '±'1 _ • mn • 
where the function .Plnn differs from the function 
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Pfun defined in ESJ by the factor in-m and is equal 
to the function dfu n defined in E101 . 

' In the right member of Eq. (A.4) let us insert 
under the summation sign a factor Cpp (- 1 )la +s +l , 
which is equal to + 1 by Eq. (A.1); we then use a 
property of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

(A.5) 

We then can verify that the right member of Eq. 
(A.4) is the element (lm I RJ 1-mb -ma) multi
plied by cpp (- 1 )l+J; that is, 

< lm, R1 i mamb) = cPP (- 1 )1-1 1 (lm I R./1--- mu- rna>· (A.6) 

Substituting the right member of Eq. (A.6) for 
(lm I RJ I mamb) in the right member of Eq. (A.3), 
and using the equation (for integer j ) 

= (- 1}/-m D[n, -n (--- Jt, Jt- 8, Jt + C[)) 

= (- 1)i-nDi m,n(--Jt, Jt- fJ, Jt- CD), (A.7) 

we get the following consequence of invariance 
under the charge conjugation C: 

Rmu, "'b ( {}, <:p, {}', <:p ') = c PP R-mb, -lila (Jt -11, rp; Jt ---11', , - <:p '), 
(A.8) 

Analogously, we can get (cf. E7J and E11J) the con
sequence of invariance under spatial inversion: 

ma+mb ' ' =Jtpp(--1) R-1na,-m0 (11,-<:p,11, -<:p). (A,g) 

The dependence of Rma,mb ( J, cp, J', cp' ) on cp' is 
known [see Eq. (A.3)]. Therefore we can remove 
a factor exp{i (ma +mb) cp'} from the equations 
(A.8) and (A.g), Hereafter we shall not write the 
argument cp' . 

The relations (A. 8) and (A. g) and some combina
tions of these relations are written out in Table II 
for the various parity types. The following nota
tions have been used: 

R -",. , ·, (11, <:p, 11') = a, R-·.·,. + •:, =- b, 

Then R-1/2,-l/2 (J, - cp, J') =a', and similarly for 
b, c, and d; 

R-'/,, -'/, (Jt -11, <:p, Jt -t't') 

~a; R ·~,.-·;,(Jt --11, -<:p, Jt-W) =a' 
and similarly for b, c, and d. 

3. If the beam and the target are polarized in 
the direction Ya (perpendicular to Pa), the angu
lar distribution of 71"+, 71"-, 71"0 is of the form ( cf., 
e.g.' E11J) 

G (11, <:p, W, <:p') '"" W (11, <:p, 11') + V2 Py [- Im W _ cos<:p' 

+ Re w_sin<p'] + ViPy [- Im w_ cos<:p' 

+ Re W_ sin<:p'l- PyPy [Re W_, _ cos 2<:p' 

+ Im W_. _ sin 2<p' + Re W_, +]. (A.10) 

The values of the antiproton polarization Py and 
the target proton polarization Py are defined in 
the usual way as the average values of the y com
ponent of the spin operator, uy /2. The coeffi
cients W that appear in Eq. (A.10) can be expressed 
in terms of the transition amplitudes a, b, c, d: 

W(11, <Jl, W) = + [ Ia i2 +I b :2 +I c i2 +I d l2 l. 
w_ = (ac· + bd*)/2 Vi, w_ = (ab* + cd')/2 J12, 

W_, _ = ad*/2, W_, + =- bc*/2. (A.ll) 

It can be seen from Table II that b = + b or b 
= - b, depending on the parity type, i.e., b does 
not (or does) change sign when J and J' are re
placed by 7r- J. and 7r- ..9-', respectively. We shall 
say that the function b is even (or odd) relative 
to the point J = J.' = goo (for any cp ) • From 
Table II and Eq. iA.ll) it follows that for 1l"pp = -1 
the coefficients W _ and W _ for cp = 0 and 180° 
are even functions relative to the point J. = J.' = goo, 
and for 1l"pp = + 1 they are odd functions. The func
tions W _ , _ and W _, + are even functions in all 
parity types; in some types they vanish at the 
points J. = ..9-' = goo, cp = 0 and 180°, or on the line 
J. = J.' = goo, cp arbitrary. It can also be seen that 
for the type {- 1, - 1} all of the functions a, b, c, 
d, and consequently all of the W coefficients are 
zero at the points J. = ..9-' = goo, cp = 0 or 180°. 
Along with these quantities the integral 

Table II 

Parity type I J c J 
I 

(-1, +1} _ a=d', b=-c' 
Dirac type 
(-1, -1} 

(+1.+1} 
(+1, -1} 

a=d', b=-c' a=-d, b=-b~ c=-c 
a=-d', b=c' a~. b=b, c=c 
a=-d', b=c' ' a=-d, b=-b--; c=-c 

I 

I C 

a=-2, d=-d! 
a=-0:', d=-d! 

a=li', d=d' 
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~ drp'G ('fr, rp, W, rp') =a ('fr, rp, {}') 

also vanishes at this point (see Article 2 of the 
main text). 

In processing the experimental data one must 
obtain from Eq. (A.10) the coefficients of cos cp' 
and cos 2cp' and that of PyPy Re W-,+· In some 
cases it is not necessary to study the behavior of 
these coefficients as functions of J., cp, J.'; it is 
enough to consider certain integrals of the coeffi
cients over these angles. The recipes given here 
for distinguishing between the parity types corre
spond precisely to the determination of the coeffi
cients and the subsequent integration (if this is 
possible). 

We note that for the determination of 7Tpp it 
would be sufficient in principle to use only the in
variance under the inversion I. For such a pro
cedure, however, it is necessary to know the signs 
of the polarizations of p and p (i.e., to know 
whether Py and Py are positive or negative) 
(cf.r121). 

Note added in proof (June 15, 1961). At the present time 
(June, 1961) it has been definitely established that there are 
two-meson pp annihilations [see G. R. Lynch et al., Bull. 
Am. Phys. Soc. II, 6, 40 (1961)]. Therefore agreement of the 
signs of 11, and 112 would mean that the parities are those of 
the Dirac theory. 

A. Pais has called the writer's attention to the fact that he 
had previously [Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 242 (1959)] pointed out 
certain symmetries of the angular distribution of the products 
of pp annihilation which follow from conservation of the 
charge and combined parities. It can be shown that the first 
equations in the relations (3) and (4) of the present paper are 
equivalent to Pais's relations (5) and (6). 
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